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A snapshot of industry in Europe
Publication type Briefing

Date 14-11-2014
Author CLAROS GIMENO Eulalia

Policy area Industry
Keyword accounting | added value | BUSINESS AND COMPETITION | consumer goods | consumption | economic analysis |

economic structure | ECONOMICS | EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS | EU investment | EU statistics |
European industrial area | export (EU) | FINANCE | financing and investment | industrial manufacturing | industrial
production | industrial structures and policy | INDUSTRY | labour force | labour market | labour market | production |
production | PRODUCTION, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH | productivity | secondary sector | technology and
technical regulations | trade | TRADE | turnover

Summary This document draws on the recently published study. How can European Industry contribute to growth and foster
European competitiveness, aiming to complement it by presenting an overview of specific indicators that further
illustrate the current situation of Europe’s industry.
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Overview of Energy Efficiency measures of European industry
Publication type Study

Date 03-12-2010
External author Altmann and Michalski (Ludwig-Bölkow-Systemtechnik - LBST) ; Brenninkmeijer and Tisserand (HINICIO)

Policy area Energy | Industry
Keyword agri-foodstuffs | AGRI-FOODSTUFFS | chemical industry | chemistry | climate change | deterioration of the

environment | economic structure | ECONOMICS | ENERGY | energy consumption | energy efficiency | energy policy |
energy saving | ENVIRONMENT | food industry | INDUSTRY | iron and steel industry | iron, steel and other metal
industries | price of energy | pulp and paper industry | secondary sector | wood industry

Summary Energy intensity improvements in industry have been significant over the past two decades. Further improvement
potential can be tapped if targeted policy action is taken. However, the household, tertiary and transport sectors have
even higher energy savings potentials. Energy savings policies improve industrial competitiveness and provide for
economic benefits to society.
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